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Overview 

In April 2016 around 100 primary school students at Law Primary School enjoyed a packed 

afternoon of Japanese activities. Their Japanese adventure was filmed and broadcast to 

every school in Scotland via the Glow TV network, along with interviews between the chil-

dren and The Consul General of Japan. Timed to coincide with the teaching of Japan in the 

Scottish curriculum, there were a range of learning opportunities offered on stalls in a large 

hall to showcase various aspects of Japanese culture, from Sushi making to clothes, Taiko 

drumming to virtual reality tours of Tokyo, Judo to calligraphy.  

Support for the Event 

The event was staffed by teachers and volunteers from JETAA (Japanese English Teaching 

Assistant Alumni), Education Scotland, The Japan Karate Foundation, Ichigumi Taiko Group, 

local business Minato Sushi, The Japan Society of Edinburgh University and consular staff 

from the Japanese Consulate. 
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Learning Opportunities 

Introduction 

As is the Japanese way, the whole group began with a collective greeting, led by the Consul 

General of Japan. This included learning how to bow, followed by a brief talk about some 

illustrative differences between the UK and Japan.  

Japanese Toys and Clothes Stall 

There were Kimonos, clogs and fans for the children to dress up in. There were also tradi-

tional Japanese games like spinning tops and stacking brick challenges.   
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Sushi Demonstration 

Learners watched a Sushi expert from the Japanese Consulate create sushi for them to eat. 

This had already been done in several schools in Scotland before and was a real hit with the 

learners on the day. 

 

Onigiri (Making Japanese rice snack) 

Learners used their hands to make their own traditional Japanese children’s rice snack. This 

Japanese version of the bridie can be just a rice shape, or can be filled with a variety of   

simple ingredients. For the event we used plain rice, prepared beforehand and set out in the 

correct amounts on individual paper plates. In this way all the right scaffolding was in place 

to allow learners to assemble a simple tasty snack and get the satisfaction of making and 

eating something themselves. 
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Karate 

The Japan Karate Association provided a demonstration and simple moderate exercises 

that the learners learnt at the stall, without special sports clothing. 

 

Taiko Drumming (Japanese Music) 

Taiko drummers in full costume drummed children into and out of the hall, setting up a 

stall between times to answer questions and show children the drums. 
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Shodo (Japanese Calligraphy) 

Volunteers from the Japan Society of Edinburgh University gave children a demonstration of 

Japanese calligraphy and supported them to try it out for themselves with black felt tips and 

paper. Children were be shown their own name in Katakana (the alphabet for western 

words) and were supported to write their names in Japanese on paper bags, provided for 

them to take home. 

 

Origami (Japanese Paper Folding) 

Volunteers from the Japanese English Teaching Alumni Association gave children a demon-

stration of simple origami forms and then supported them to create some for themselves. 

 

Closing 

The children were brought together for the traditional Japanese closing ceremony.  
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Glow TV Broadcast and Karaoke 

Video footage of the children’s Japanese adventure was broadcast 

on Glow TV, with a presenter from Education Scotland. The learn-

ers from Law Primary were asked about their experiences by other 

schools via Glow TV. The Consul General of Japan was asked 

questions about Japan (such as “How high is Mount Fuji?”). The 

children sang Karaoke together in Japanese. Finally, we said good-

bye in Japanese and bowed, as we had learnt to do at the beginning. 

Follow On Events 

There were a number of smaller, follow-on events that consolidated the Japanese experi-

ences in the minds of learners and their families. 

Mystery Japanese 

Nihongo Scotland (a Japanese Study Club) visited North Berwick Primary and left some 

mystery messages for Law Primary students (the meaning of which was later revealed by 

the Law Primary teaching staff). 

 
 

Parents Show in the Playground 

Parents were treated to Head, Shoulders Knees and Toes in Japanese at pick up time. 

 

Learning Festival 
A Japanese themed section of the end of year celebration of the children’s learning fea-

tured revision of numbers in Japanese, in which parents were invited to join in, and other 

presentations from the children about what they had learnt during the Japanese event. 
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Risk Assessment 

The organisers worked with the school to assess and mitigate risks around learning opportu-

nities (e.g. learners who cannot be photographed, food hygiene). Experienced teachers at 

the school and from Education Scotland helped identify and mitigate areas of risk. 

Record 

The Japanese Consul General was interviewed by students at Law Primary and beyond 

(thanks to live link up provided by Education Scotland) on Glow TV. This is now available to 

teachers as a “watch again” resource for all Scottish schools via Glow TV. Learners created 

pictures and wrote about their experiences. Also, a video of the event produced by Educa-

tion Scotland is available on Vimeo.  

https://vimeo.com/165582417 

Costs 

There was no cost to the school or the learners for the event. Ingredients were provided by 

the JETAA, and local businesses. The costs of filming and broadcasting were born by      

Education Scotland. JETAA, Edinburgh University Japanese Society and local sports club 

participants gave their time as volunteers. 

Next Steps 

There are plans to expand the event in five main ways next year. 

 

1. A tie up with a Japanese School is being sought and Education Scotland are advising 

on how that might be supported with digital technology. 

 

2. Teachers and Education Scotland are proposing running Friday afternoon sessions 

across six weeks for as part of the Parent Learning programme, where parents join 

their children for learning experiences. This would involve all age groups. 

 

3. A blog, recording the larger number of events is being proposed. 

 

4. Teachers are proposing that P7s (the oldest year group at the school) experience 

Origami as part of a specific drive to focus on their fine motor skills. 

 

5. The main hall event with stalls will be held on a Saturday and open to all year groups. 

 

These various changes will be important for increasing the range of Scottish Schools who 

share the learning experience through the Glow TV live link up or the watch again service. 

The broader range of ages will make any digital events and materials relevant to a wider 

range of students. In addition, significant parental involvement this year reflects the         

popularity of the theme and events last year with parents. 
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